We study a class of classical solutions for closed strings moving in AdS 3 × S 1 ⊂ AdS 5 × S 5 with energy E and spin S in AdS 3 and angular momentum J and winding m in S 1 . They have rigid shape with n spikes in AdS 3 . We find that when J or m are non-zero, the spikes do not end in cusps. We consider in detail a special large n limit in which S ∼ n 2 , J ∼ n, i.e. S ≫ J ≫ 1, with
I. INTRODUCTION
Remarkable recent progress in understanding the spectrum of AdS 5 × S 5 superstring theory was initiated, in particular, by the study of various classical string solutions. In particular, the energy of the well-known folded spinning string solution in AdS 3 [1] describes the dimension of twist two gauge theory operators such as tr(Φ∇ S + Φ) in the limit of large spin S. The folded string solution was generalized to AdS 5 × S 1 [2] and quantum corrections to its energy were computed [2] [3] [4] [5] . These and similar results on the string theory side aided and tested the construction of all-loop asymptotic Bethe ansatz for anomalous dimensions of the dual gauge theory operators (see, e.g., [6] [7] [8] [9] ).
The closed folded string solution [1] was generalized to the case of n spikes in AdS 3 in [10, 11] . The corresponding gauge theory states were argued [10] to represent, in particular, a subclass of higher twist operators in the SL(2) sector of gauge theory [12] . In the large S limit the spikes approach the boundary of AdS 3 . It was shown in [14] that the motion of spikes in this limit can be described by a string solution in an AdS 5 − pp-wave metric
The metric (1) is obtained by zooming at the near-boundary region of AdS 5 while at the same time moving close to the speed of light in an angular direction. This limit thus appears to be relevant for the study of strings and hence dual gauge theory operators with large spin. String theory in an AdS 5 − pp-wave × S 5 space is dual to N = 4 SYM in a 4-dimensional pp-wave background with (conformally flat) metric
Indeed, this is the boundary metric of the space (1) . In [15] several solutions for strings moving in the AdS 3 − pp-wave space were found. Those strings were ending at the boundary and therefore were dual to various Wilson loops in the field theory in the boundary pp-wave background (2) .
In this paper we consider new solutions were the string is entirely in the bulk and therefore should be dual to particular states in the gauge theory. Interestingly, such strings do not move in direction z. In usual AdS 5 space in Poincare coordinates this is not possible for extended strings since the curvature of the metric pushes the string towards small z. Here this effect is compensated by the extra term in the metric (1) proportional to dx 2 + . In fact, the solutions we shall find can be seen as limits of the spiky string solution when the spikes approach the boundary while the number of spikes grows to infinity. As we shall discuss below, the relevant limit that one can take is n → ∞ keeping E+S n 2 andγ = E−S n fixed: there is an infinite number of spikes each of which contributes a finite amountγ to the anomalous dimension γ = nγ = E − S.
In [10] it was argued that the spiky string should correspond to an operator of the type
Such operators can be described by a spin chain with a number of sites n being the same as the number of spikes. This correspondence was recently emphasized and extended in [26] based also on earlier work of [12, 13] . This suggests that the above large n limit should be a meaningful thermodynamic limit of such spin chain, describing a strong-coupling asymptotics of the corresponding anomalous dimension.
More precisely, the operators in the SL(2) sector of planar N =4 SYM theory are built out of J powers of complex scalar Φ and S powers of light-like covariant derivative ∇ + , symbolically, tr(∇ S + Φ J ). The eigen-states of the dilatation operator or spin chain Hamiltonian are labeled in addition to S and J by other quantum numbers corresponding, e.g., to the number of spikes n or S 1 ⊂ S 5 winding number m on the dual string theory side. Their scaling dimension may then be written as E = S + J + γ(S, J, m, n; λ) ,
where λ is 't Hooft coupling. We shall assume that the spin chain length J is large enough so that one can ignore the wrapping contributions [27] , i.e. that γ should have the asymptotic Bethe ansatz [6] description for all values of λ. On the perturbative gauge theory side one may consider the limit of large S (and large J) at fixed λ, e.g., at each order in expansion in λ < 1. To describe the corresponding states in terms of semiclassical strings one is to consider first λ ≫ 1 with fixed S ≡ 1 √ λ expansion. The two expansions are not a priori the same and may require a certain resummation in order to match.
Here we propose to consider the following special case of the S ≫ J ≫ 1 limit on the gauge-theory side (4): n ≫ 1, with E + S n 2 = A, E − S n = B, J n = K, m n = k fixed (5) This limit is to be taken at fixed λ, i.e. the fixed ratios may be functions of λ. 2 Equivalently, we assume that for n → ∞
Then E ∼ n 2 , S ∼ n 2 , J ∼ n so that S ∼ nJ, i.e. S ≫ J ≫ 1. The operator (3) represents a particular state that may be relevant in such limit having J = n. More generally, one may consider
with a = A 2K . To define a similar limit on the semiclassical string theory side we need again to remember that to have a consistent α ′ ∼ 1 √ λ expansion we are to take λ ≫ 1 first with all the parameters 2 Since S, J, m, n should be integers it appears that only B can be a nontrivial function of λ.
characterising a classical string solution like S =
, m and n being fixed, so that the string energy admits the expansion
Then the analog of the limit (5) in the perturbative string theory expansion is proposed to be
where E = E √ λ . Below we shall consider only the classical string solutions for which the fixed parameters in (9) will not depend on √ λ, i.e. we will be interested in a particular scaling limit in the space of semiclassical parameters.
This limit is obviously different from the one (5) on the gauge theory (spin chain) side but as with other large spin limits the two may happen to be closely connected in certain special cases (like leading terms in large spin expansion). Having found the exact expression for the dimension E in (4) for all values of S, J, m, n and λ one should be able to consider the large n limit either as in (5) or as in (9) . For certain terms (like familiar ln S terms) the predictions of the two limits may differ only by interpolating functions of λ, but in general to connect the expressions found in the two limits should require a resummation of the corresponding expansions.
Let us mention that in the semiclassical string theory limit that we shall consider below the states with R-charge J ∼ n like those in (5) will not be distinguishable from states with J = 0 : to have a non-zero semiclassical spin one would need to consider the states with J ∼ √ λn ≫ n. In other words, the spiky strings moving only in AdS 5 may still be thought of as corresponding to SL(2) spin chain operators like (3).
Below we shall also extend the discussion of the spiky strings in [10] to include the angular momentum J (and winding m) in a maximal circle S 1 in S 5 . To obtain the solution it turns out to be convenient to use the conformal gauge as in [11, 28] . The resulting solutions are closely related to those discussed in [16] . We shall find that the shape of the string in the AdS 3 space is very similar to the original spiky string with J = m = 0. A careful analysis shows, however, that as long as J or m are non-zero the spikes are rounded, namely, they do not end in cusps.
The introduction of J allows for the possibility of taking the large J or fast-string limit as in [2, [17] [18] [19] [20] . The leading-order term in the string energy is then described [19, 20] by an effective SL(2, R) Landau-Lifshitz (LL) model [21, 22] that happens to capture both the fast-moving string limit and the corresponding leading-order semiclassical dynamics of the spin chain on the perturbative field theory side. We shall show how to find the spikylike solutions directly in the LL model which can then be interpreted either as fast-moving strings or as coherent superpositions of field theory operators. 3 In principle, one may consider a more general limit in which the fixed parameters may be given by series in inverse string tension like c 0 +
That would correspond to a certain resummation of string perturbative expansion.
. In that case we shall recover the familiar logarithmic scaling of the anomalous dimension.
Finally, we shall also consider the AdS − pp-wave limit which for non-zero J corresponds to taking n → ∞ with the ratios in (9) being fixed. Here each spike contributes a finite amount to the anomalous dimension E − S − J , the spin J and the winding m. In this limit, which should correspond, as discussed above, to a particular thermodynamic limit on the spin chain side, we compute the classical string energy or
as a function of fixed parameters
4 This function should represent a strong-coupling prediction for the thermodynamic limit of the corresponding SL(2) spin chain. It would be very interesting if the methods generalizing those used for the scaling function [6, 8] can be used to reproduce this prediction from the Bethe ansatz.
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This rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we shall review the original spiky string solution with J = 0 and show that it admits a consistent large n limit as defined in (9) . We shall then demonstrate that the same expression for its energy can be found by considering an infinite rigid string with periodic spikes in the AdS 3 − pp-wave background (1) .
As an aside, in section 3 we shall study a straight string in AdS-pp-wave background and show that expanding its energy at large S one is able to reproduce certain terms in the large S expansion of the folded (2-spike) string in AdS 5 which is an indication of the utility of the pp-wave picture.
In section 4 we shall describe in detail the construction of the generalization of the n-spike solution to the presence of non-zero classical S 5 angular momentum J and winding m. We shall follow [11] and use a generalized rigid string ansatz in the conformal gauge. We shall show that a non-zero J or m "rounds-up" the spikes and find the (implicit) expression for the energy as a function of the semiclassical parameters S, J , n, m. Then in section 5 we shall consider the three special cases: (a) the J = m = 0 case when the solution reduces to the original spiky string in AdS 3 ; (b) the fast-string limit with J ≫ 1, S J =fixed, which should be reproduced by the Landau-Lifshitz model; (c) the large n limit (9) where S ≫ J ≫ 1 and which should also admit a description in terms of a rigid string in AdS-pp-wave background.
In section 6 we shall elaborate on the connection to the Landau-Lifshitz model by presenting the corresponding analogs of the spiky string solution in several different limits. In section 7 we shall demonstrate how to construct the the generalization of the periodic spike solution in AdS-pp-wave background from section 2 to the presence of rotation in an extra S 1 ⊂ S 5 and discuss its connection to the large n limit of the solution found in section 4. Appendix contains a list of some useful integrals. 4 More precisely, this function is defined implicitly by computing these ratios in terms of the three independent parameters, allowing in principle to obtain any of the four quantities in terms of the other three. 5 As was already mentioned, in the limit we consider J → ∞ so that the wrapping contributions should be absent.
II. LARGE n LIMIT OF SPIKY STRING AS PERIODIC SPIKE SOLUTION IN

AdS-PP-WAVE BACKGROUND
In this section we consider a particular limit of the spiky string [10] which corresponds to taking the number of spikes n to infinity keeping (E + S)/n 2 and (E − S)/n fixed. It turns out that such limit can be also described by a particular spiky solution for a string moving in an AdS-pp-wave background. This follows from the fact that, at the level of the string solution, this limit is the same as the one shown in [14] to lead to an AdS-pp-wave metric.
A. Limit of the spiky string solution
Following [10] we consider a rigid string rotating around its center of mass in the AdS 3 metric
and described by the ansatz
Then ρ satisfies
where v 0 and v 1 determine the positions of the spikes and the valleys, namely the maximal and the minimal values of ρ (or v). It is then straightforward to compute
Here n is the number of spikes, ∆θ is the angular distance between spikes, and E = 2πT S and S = 2πT S are the energy and spin respectively (T = √ λ 2π is the string tension). The resulting expressions can be written in terms of elliptic functions as in [10] but the above integral representations are more convenient for taking the limit we are interested in here.
Indeed, let us rescale
Then it follows from the above relations that
Thus we can compute the following finite quantities
which are clearly invariant under the above rescaling: they depend only on the ratio
This can be made explicit by writing them in terms of the elliptic functions:
where we explicitly included the factor of string tension T and defined
are the standard elliptic functions (defined as in [25] ). Eliminating b one findsγ as a function ofP − . As was already mentioned in the Introduction, in [10] it was argued that the spiky string should be dual to the operator (3) from the SL(2) sector of gauge theory (with J = n which is not distinguishable from zero at the classical string theory level). The large n limit we just discussed should correspond to a particular thermodynamic limit of the spin chain. It would thus be interesting to reproduce the above strong-coupling expression for γ on the spin chain side.
B. Periodic spike solution in AdS-pp-wave background
Let us now show that exactly the same result (21) can be obtained by considering a string moving in an AdS-pp-wave (1). This space arises as a particular limit of AdS 5 when one zooms in near the boundary while at the same time moving close to the speed of light along the angular direction. This suggests that the AdS-pp-wave metric captures all the information necessary to understand such thermodynamic limit. This is considerably more than what was argued for in [14] since there only the leading lnP − dependence of E − S was considered.
Rigid strings in an AdS-pp-wave
As a preparation, let us start by presenting a generic description of the relevant class of solutions in the metric (1), i.e.
We shall assume that x i = 0, i.e. consider strings that move in the subspace spanned by x ± , z. To respect the symmetries of the problem we shall make a partial gauge choice by taking
In this gauge the string action becomes
where dot indicate derivative with respect to τ and prime -with respect to σ. The equation of motion for x − is
and the one for z is
where
The conserved momenta are
Periodic spike solution
Besides x + = τ let us now make the additional gauge choice x − = σ and look for a solution corresponding to a rigid string moving along x = √ 2(x + + x − ) with constant velocity v. This implies that
7 To find the expression for P + it is convenient to assume that the gauge is x + = κτ and compute P + = dσ ∂L ∂κ before setting κ = 1.
We defined η 0 taking into account that, for our solution, v > 1. Notice that this does not imply that the string moves faster than light since its actual speed should be measured using the bulk metric. In fact, this implies that the string does not reach the boundary. With this ansatz, the x − equation of motion becomes
which implies
where z 0 is a constant of integration. After gluing it with its copies under translations and reflections, the solution takes shape shown in fig.1 . Using the equation (29) it is straightforward to compute the conserved quantities:
(33)
which are given in terms of the position of the valleys z 0 and the spikes z 1 . The integrals can be explicitly done in terms of the elliptic functions:
Notice that when b → 0 we get
so that
which is the expected result [14] at the leading order in the large spin limit S → ∞. Finally, the separation ∆x − (for constant x + ) between spikes can be computed as
= µz 2 0 This allows us to compute
We observe that if we set P − ∆x − = πP − , P + = µγ these expressions match the ones in eq. (21), as claimed. The reason for this ∆x − factor can be understood as follows. In the limit we consider n → ∞ with (E + S)/n 2 being fixed. The number of spikes is related to the angle difference between the spikes that scales as ∆θ ∼ 1 n . Then (E + S)/n 2 = (E + S)/n × ∆θ translates into P − ∆x − in the pp-wave picture since here P + = E − S, P − = −(E + S).
III. STRAIGHT STRING IN ADS-PP-WAVE BACKGROUND
The straight folded ("2-spike") string rotating in AdS 5 is related, in the large spin limit, to the following simpler solution for a string in AdS-pp-wave background: the string moves along spatial x = √ 2(x + + x − ) direction and is extended along z from a finite distance from a boundary to the horizon, i.e. σ 1 ≤ z < ∞ (σ 1 is a given constant related to spin of solution in AdS 3 ). If σ 1 is non-zero the string does not touch the boundary. The profile of this solution is presented in figure 2 .
The corresponding ansatz for string coordinates is
The Nambu action is
The simplest solution representing a "hanging" string is One can check that all equations of motion are satisfied in this case.
When the "hanging" string touches the boundary, i.e. when σ 1 = 0 (i.e. when V = 0 and thus the string moves along x − only) it was shown in [14] that such a solution reproduces 1 4 of the leading large spin asymptotics of the energy of the spinning folded string in AdS 3 . Here we shall consider a more general case when the string is not touching the boundary but is close to it, i.e. σ 1 is small. The conserved charges are
where in P + we have introduced as in [14] a large cutoff R in σ, and expanded in large R.
In the limit when σ 1 is small, so that the end of the string is close to the boundary, we find that both |P − | and P + are large. Expressing σ 1 in terms of P − we obtain
As was shown in [14] the relation to the folded string in AdS 3 with energy E and spin S can be established by formally identifying
Then using that S = − 1 2
or, inverting this relation,
Inserting P − back into (49) and expanding in large S gives
The leading ln S term here is (with the pp-wave scale parameter set to be µ = 1) the same as 1 4 of the ln S term in the folded string energy [14] . To compare higher order terms let us formally replace T → 4T with µ = 1. We then obtain from (53) (T =
This may be compared to the corresponding expression for the classical energy of the folded string in AdS 3 [23]
The two expressions do have the same structure. We observe that the coefficients of the terms ln S,
S k in (54) that do not depend on the cutoff R do match. However, the coefficients of some of the subleading 1 S k terms which depend on R appear to disagree. This is not surprising since we cannot unambiguously fix the cutoff in (49).
This partial matching can be understood as a consequence of the fact that in the large S limit the coefficients of the leading terms at each order in 1 S k receive contributions from the region of the folded string where ρ is large, while the subleading terms are sensitive to the smaller ρ region. The latter is not "seen" in the "pp-wave limit" where one zooms in at the near-boundary part of the AdS 5 . 
GENERAL RELATIONS
Let us now generalize the spiky string solution of [10] to the case of non-zero semiclassical angular momentum J and winding m in S 5 . This should be important for a detailed comparison with the states in the SL(2) sector on the gauge theory side, i.e. the strings should carry spin S in AdS 3 and spin J in S 1 ⊂ S 5 . Let us start with the AdS 3 × S 1 metric in embedding coordinates and, following [11] , use the conformal gauge. Then the string Lagrangian takes the form
The conformal constraints are
We shall consider the following rigid string ansatz which is similar to the one used in the
With this ansatz the string Lagrangian reduces to the following 1-dimensional integrable [11, 29] mechanical system (here prime is derivative over the argument u)
The corresponding conserved Hamiltonian is
After combining the two conformal constraints they can be written as
The first constraint (62) is conserved since it is just equivalent to −2H = 0, while the second one (63) is satisfied due to the equations of motion. The equations of motion for y 0 , y 1 , x imply
Since we consider a closed string, the condition of periodicity in σ implies periodicity in u
Since y 0 , y 1 are in general complex and |y 0 | 2 − |y 1 | 2 = 1, |x| 2 = 1 we may set
Then the Lagrangian (60) becomes
The periodicity conditions (65) imply
where m 0 , m 1 , m are integers. Below we shall assume that m 0 = 0 since we consider the global AdS 5 time t as non-compact. The equations of motions for ϕ 0 , ϕ 1 , ψ can be integrated as
where C 0 , C 1 , D are constants. The equation for ψ can be integrated again so that in S 5 we just have a rotating string wound on a circle. Denoting the angle in S 1 ⊂ S 5 by φ, we have
The winding number in φ is defined as
The condition of having no winding in the t direction gives the condition
The effective Lagrangian for r 0 , r 1 that reproduces the remaining equations of motion is then
The Hamiltonian is
The first constraint (62) is just
The second constraint (63) gives the condition
In the special case of D = 0 to which we shall return below the constants C 0 and C 1 will have opposite signs as we will assume without loss of generality w 0 , w 1 are positive (one may assume that C 1 is negative). The conserved charges are
Using that r 
Let us first look for solutions with two turning points (r ′ 1 = 0) at some finite values of r 1 (the idea is that this should represent an ark of the spiky string). Considering (79) at large r 1 , we observe that we need to satisfy the condition w 
where we used that in terms of global AdS 3 coordinate ρ we have r 1 = sinh ρ. Then
Without loss of generality one can set α in u to any given value (α can be absorbed into other parameters). In what follows we shall assume α = 1. Then the equation (81) becomes
where v n are three roots of P (v) = 0. To have a consistent string solution all roots should be real. We should also take into account the conditions (76),(71),(72) which may be used to eliminate some of the constants in terms of the other constants. Let us assume that P (v) has two positive roots 0 ≤ v 2 ≤ v 3 ≤ 1, and one negative v 1 ≤ 0 (as we shall see below the constants C 0 , C 1 can be always chosen so that this is true). The product of the roots is determined by the parameter
We note that then a < 0 which means that between the two positive roots v 2 , v 3 the polynomial P (v) is positive. This is our range of interest, meaning that for a physical solution with two turning points we have v 2 ≤ v ≤ v 3 . The two physical constants that we are to fix are v 2 , v 3 . One can then find v 1 , C 0 , C 1 in terms of v 2 , v 3 . We can write the polynomial as
where now it is understood that v 1 is not arbitrary but is a function of v 2 , v 3 :
The expressions for the constants C 0 , C 1 in term of v 1 , v 2 , v 3 are
We observe that for a solution satisfying
0 ≥ 0 and C 2 1 ≥ 0, i.e. our choice of roots of P (v) is indeed consistent. To get solutions with n spikes we need to glue together a number of 2n pieces of integrals between a minimum (v 2 ) and a maximum (v 3 ). In other words, wherever it appears, the integral du is to be replaced by
where I 1 is defined in Appendix. The winding number m in (71) becomes
Solving for D and using (76) we obtain the equation for ν
The condition (72) gives an additional relation between the constants, which allows to eliminate one of them, for example, β
where I 5 is defined in Appendix.
For solutions with n spikes the conserved charges are
where the integrals are defined in Appendix and can be written in terms of the elliptic integrals. Here E = 2πT E, S = 2πT S, J = 2πT J . The cartesian coordinate Y 1 can be expressed as
The number of spikes can be introduced via ∆θ = 2π 2n
at fixed
Here ∆θ is the angle between a minimum (valley) and a maximum (I 6 is again defined in Appendix)
To see whether the spikes end in cusps or not we need to evaluate the derivative at the maximum value in ρ or minimum value of v = v 2 with t fixed
Using that for fixed t we have dt = w 0 dτ + ϕ ′ 0 du = 0 we get
Evaluating this expression we obtain the denominator does vanish but this case corresponds to the situation when the motion is only in AdS 5 (see below). Thus in general when the string is moving or extended in S 5 the spikes at v = v 2 are rounded, i.e. they do not end in cusps. To illustrate the rounding of spikes we set for simplicity D = 0 while keeping m, ν nonzero, and compute the angle θ in terms of v 1 , v 2 , v 3 at fixed t θ(v) = 1
For D = 0 we have w 0 C 0 + w 1 C 1 = 0. The relevant equations simplify as
Using (101) in (87) we get
Solving for β in (92) and using this in (90) gives
The condition w 
The requirement (104) as well as the condition coming from the positivity of the square root in (102) imply certain ranges for the parameters v 1 , v 2 , v 3 . There are two possible regimes. The first one is represented by
. This corresponds to spikes at maximal values of ρ. In contrast with the case of "true" spikes when the string motion is in AdS 5 only [10] here for nonzero J the spikes are rounded. A typical plot in this sector is shown in figure 3 . The other regime is with |v 1 | ≤ v 2 and corresponds to spikes at the minimum values of ρ, i.e spikes in the interior. For the string moving only in AdS 5 this solution was found in [24] . Here again the spikes are rounded due to the presence of J. A typical plot is presented in figure 4 .
Returning to the general case with D = 0 we observe that the solution is parametrized by only four independent parameters. For example, all the charges E, S, J, m can be expressed in term of the parameters n,
The explicit expressions are not very illuminating and we will not present them here. Given that there are four independent parameters the energy can be written as
Without making any further assumptions this expression is rather complicated due to the complicated way the roots v 1 , v 2 , v 3 enter the equations: as in other similar cases [11, 29] one is to solve a system of parametric equations containing elliptic integrals.
V. SPIKY STRINGS IN AdS 5 WITH ANGULAR MOMENTUM IN S 5 : SPECIAL CASES
Below we shall look at few particular cases of the general solution of the previous section. First, we shall demonstrate how to reproduce the original spiky string solution [10] of section 2 in the limit when the string is not moving or stretched in S 5 . Another special case is the fast string limit of large J with S J fixed in which one recovers the familiar BMN-type [18] scaling of the spinning string energy.
Finally, we shall consider the limit in which the spikes move close to the boundary of AdS 5 . This case corresponds to a generalization of the "pp-wave limit" discussed in section The shape of the string near minimal value of the radial coordinate is actually rounded.
2 for the spiky string in AdS 3 .
A. No motion or stretching in S 5
This case corresponds to m = ν = 0. The winding condition (71) then implies D = 0. The constraint (76) gives w 0 C 0 + w 1 C 1 = 0 which can be solved as
The polynomial P (v) becomes
with the relevant choice for the roots being (v 2 ≤ v 3 )
Interchanging v 2 , v 3 corresponds to another branch for which the spikes are at the minimal value of ρ. In the following we focus on the the branch (108) corresponding to the spikes at the maximal value of ρ.
From the condition (99) we observe that in this case we indeed have spikes at v = v 2 since dρ dθ v=v 2 blows up, as expected for the spiky string moving only in AdS 5 [10] . Using the condition (92) to eliminate the parameter β β = − 2w 1 f w 0
the conserved charges can be written as
In the arguments above integrals I r (see Appendix) one should use v k given by the solution (108).
We end up with two independent parameters
, f . This is precisely what one needs to express the energy as E = E(S, n). While solving for w 0 w 1 and f in terms of S and n analytically is not possible in general, one can solve the parametric equations perturbatively, e.g., for large S.
The large S limit corresponds to the small v 2 limit. This means w 1 → w 0 . In this limit the integrals I 5 , I 6 are finite. The number of spikes in this limit can be written as
The charges scale as
i.e. in this limit we obtain the expected result
with n = 2 corresponding to the folded string case.
B. Fast string limit
Next, let us consider the fast string limit, i.e. the limit of large J with S J fixed. In this limit the string energy is expected to match the energy obtained from the corresponding solution in the Landau-Lifshitz model [22] (see next section). This limit corresponds to taking w 0 , w 1 , ν being large while the other parameters staying finite, with, e.g., the parameters v 1 , v 2 , v 3 being arbitrary. A particular situation for which we found the direct analog in the LL model is for D = 0. In this case the constraint (76) gives w 0 C 0 + w 1 C 1 = 0, i.e. at the leading order C 0 = −C 1 . Plugging this into (88) we obtain the relation between the v 1 , v 2 , v 3
For the spin S and winding number m we find
To compute E − S − J we need subleading corrections in w 0 , w 1 , ν so we set
Using (85) we find for δw 0 , δw 1
Therefore in the fast string limit the parameters a, C 0 and all integrals finite. 10 Then the energy for the n-spike solution can be written as
i.e. as
where v k are related to S/J and m via (115),(116). This generalizes a similar expression for the (S, J) folded string [2] . Eq. (120) will be reproduced from the Landau-Lifshitz model in the next section.
C. pp-wave limit
To obtain the solution in the "pp-wave limit" n → ∞ we are to consider the scaling
It turns out that in this scaling limit ν and D need to be kept fixed, while the constants C 0 , C 1 scale as
10 In the limit under consideration only the leading term in the expansion of C 1 + C 0 is relevant. However,
where c 0 is finite, and v k here are now finite. We also want w 0 , w 1 to scale as
where r is finite. Using that w 
The constraint (76) becomes, at the leading order in ǫ,
and can be used to eliminate one constant. Using the expressions in Appendix one concludes that under (121) the integrals scale as
(I 2 + I 3 ). The constraint (92) that determines β becomes
The equation for v (82) retains its form in this limit
The cubic polynomial P (v) (83) can be written also as
Introducing the parameters
we find that they scale as
Then the scaling limit of P (v) takes the form
The number of spikes n and the winding number m are given by
We see that in this scaling limit n grows to infinity while m n stays finite. The scaling limit (121) leads also to the following expressions for the conserved charges
Thus the ratio J n remains finite while E n and S n diverge in this limit. We then find also that
We conclude that in this limit S ≫ J ∼ n ≫ 1
and
Let us note that a property of the scaling limit we discussed above is that the number of independent parameters gets reduced by one. Namely, in this pp-wave limit there remain only three independent parameters. To see this let us perform the following rescaling
with all other parameters kept fixed. Under this rescaling the charges and the polynomial (132) remain unchanged, so that all the quantities depend only on the combination C + w − and not separately on C + and w − .
VI. FAST SPIKY STRING FROM SL(2, R) LANDAU-LIFSHITZ MODEL
As shown in [21, 22] following [19, 20] , taking a large S 5 orbital momentum limit of the classical string action one can truncate it to a non-relativistic Landau-Lifshitz (LL) action that should thus be describing the fast-moving string solutions to leading order in expansion in large J . The same LL action happens to arise also from the 1-loop dilatation operator in the SL(2) sector of the SYM theory when one restricts consideration to certain "locally-BPS" coherent states present in the thermodynamic limit of large spin chain length J. In this limit (which is a generalisation of the BMN limit [17] ) the one-loop gauge theory result for the energy happens to match the leading-order term in the fast-string energy [18, [30] [31] [32] .
The leading-order fast-string expressions obtained in the previous section should thus follow also from a particular solution of the LL model [22] 
11 Here we made a rescaling by a factor of J = J √ λ which will be restored later in the expressions for conserved charges.
We shall use the ansatz
where C 2 , C 3 are integration constants. Equivalently, the equation for ρ can be written as
143) Now we can follow the same argument as in the previous section. Namely, we assume that P (v) has two positive roots 0 < v 2 < v 3 , and v 1 < 0. The product of the roots is related to
Again, we have b < 0, so that for a physical solution
The number of spikes n is determined by
where I 1 is given in (179). The spin and energy of this solution are given by
(I 2 + I 3 ), and I 1 , I 2 , I 3 are again defined in (179). The winding number is determined from an additional constraint given in [22] 
√ −b using (146) we thus end up with
Below we shall look at several special cases of these expressions.
A. Folded string: n = 2
The 2-spike case corresponds to
Here
so that we can transform the elliptic functions as
Then we finish with
which are the same as equations (B.18) and (B.19) in [32] .
13 12 We use that [25] : K[ B. Near-boundary, fixed number of spikes: "long-string" limit Next, let us look at another particular limit:
In this case
where we used that for
Solving for v 2 we finish with
For n = 2 this reproduces eq.(1.5) in [3] for the corresponding asymptotics of the energy of the long fast-moving folded string.
C. n → ∞ limit
To obtain the solution in the analog of the pp-wave limit let us perform the same rescaling (121) as in the previous section. Again, ω is fixed while
The number of the spikes (146) then scales as (cf.(126))
As a result, we findm
whereJ = J/n, and we used (126) and that I + → 1 ǫ 4 I + . We see thatm andγ are invariant under the rescaling v 2 → cv 2 , v 3 → cv 3 , i.e. they depend only on v 2 /v 3 . This means we can expressγ asγ
where f (m) can, in principle, be computed from (167),(168). Since the LL model describes also a certain class of coherent gauge-theory states in the thermodynamic limit of the 1-loop gauge-theory SL(2) spin chain, the above expression should represent the 1-loop anomalous dimension of the corresponding "long" "locally-BPS" gauge-theory operator.
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VII. PERIODIC SPIKES IN ADS-PP-WAVE × S 1 BACKGROUND
Let us now discuss a generalization of the periodic spike solution from section 2 to the case of non-trivial motion in S 5 . After taking the limit discussed in [14] the metric becomes an AdS-pp-wave times original S 5 (the limit did not affect the 5-sphere). Let us consider the solution in the following 4-dimensional subspace of this limiting space with metric
where α is an angle of period 2φ parameterizing a maximal circle S 1 ⊂ S 5 . It is straightforward to write down the equations of motion and constraints in conformal gauge for a string moving in such background. To solve them, we propose, by analogy with the discussion in the previous sections, the following ansatz x ± = ω ± τ + φ ± (u), α = ωτ + φ α (u), z = z(u), u ≡ σ + βτ
Such solution represents a rigid string that moves along the direction x = √ 2(x + + x − ). In addition, it wraps the S 1 as well as moves along it. The equations of motion for x ± and α can now be easily integrated to
where C α , C ± are constants of integration. The conformal gauge constraints are
14 Let us note that the large n limit considered in this subsection is not exactly the same as the pp-wave limit considered above. The assumption made in deriving the LL model is that J ≫ 1 with S J (and m) kept fixed, while in the pp-wave limit we had S J ∼ n ≫ 1. In general, the fast-string or LL limit and the pp-wave limit do not commute. As a consequence, we cannot set m = 0 in the above expression (169).
where, for simplicity, we introduced a new constant D through
Introducing the variable v = z 2 we can rewrite the second constraint as
This equation determines the shape of the string z(u) (given which we can then obtain x ± (σ, τ )). The same equation can be found by taking the limit discussed in section 5C (cf. eq. (132)). Here we rederived this result as a check and also to introduce the ansatz (171) which can be useful to obtain other solutions.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have analyzed a large class of string solutions in AdS 3 × S 1 . We focused in particular on the spiky string solutions in AdS 3 × S 1 and their limits. We found that because of the motion in S 1 ⊂ S 5 the spikes no longer end on cusps. In the limit of fast spiky string we matched its energy to that of the corresponding solution in the SL(2, R) Landau-Lifshitz model.
Another limit that we considered was the "pp-wave" limit in which the number of spikes n goes to infinity while other conserved quantities scale in certain ways with n.
On the gauge theory side this limit corresponds to a particular thermodynamic limit of the SL(2) spin chain. The classical string energy that we found represents a strong-coupling prediction for the corresponding gauge theory anomalous dimension. The implications of this limit deserve further study.
These integrals can be written in terms of the elliptic integrals
Other integrals we used in this paper are
For particular v = v 3 these integrals can be written as
